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ABSTRACT

1

Internet-enabled smartphones and ultra-wide displays are
transforming a variety of visual apps spanning from ondemand movies and 360° videos to video-conferencing and
live streaming. However, robustly delivering visual content
under fluctuating networking conditions on devices of diverse capabilities remains an open problem. In recent years,
advances in the field of deep learning on tasks such as superresolution and image enhancement have led to unprecedented performance in generating high-quality images from
low-quality ones, a process we refer to as neural enhancement.
In this paper, we survey state-of-the-art content delivery systems that employ neural enhancement as a key component
in achieving both fast response time and high visual quality.
We first present the deployment challenges of neural enhancement models. We then cover systems targeting diverse
use-cases and analyze their design decisions in overcoming
technical challenges. Moreover, we present promising directions based on the latest insights from deep learning research
to further boost the quality of experience of these systems.

Internet content delivery has seen a tremendous growth over
the past few years. Specifically, video traffic is estimated to account for 82% of global Internet traffic by 2022 – up from 75%
in 2017 [7]. This growth is attributed to not only the rapid
increase of Internet-enabled devices, but also the support for
higher-resolution content. For instance, an estimated 66%
of TV sets will support Ultra-High-Definition (4K) videos
by 2023 as compared to 33% in 2018 [6]. Most importantly,
content traffic such as live streaming, video conferencing,
video surveillance, and both short- and long-form videoson-demand, are expected to rise very quickly. To meet these
demands, a new class of distributed systems has emerged.
Such systems span from video analytics frameworks that
co-optimize latency and accuracy [12, 46] , to content delivery systems [36, 52] that aim to maximize the quality of
experience (QoE), estimated based on the chosen bitrate and
amount of rebuffering.
One of the primary challenges of distributed systems for
content delivery is their reliance on networking conditions.
Currently, the quality of the communication channel between client and server plays a key role in meeting the
application-level performance needs due to the significant
amount of transferred data and the tight latency targets. Nevertheless, in real-life mobile networks, the communication
speed fluctuates and poor network conditions lead to excessive response times, dropped frames or video stalling, that
rapidly degrade the user experience. This phenomenon is
further amplified by the increasing number of users which
compete for the same pool of network resources.
One recent key method that enables tackling this challenge is neural enhancement through super-resolution (SR)
and image enhancement models. These models are capable
of processing a low-resolution/quality image and generating
a high-quality output. With the unprecedented performance
of convolutional neural networks (CNNs), content delivery
systems have begun integrating neural enhancement models
as a core component. The primary paradigm of using neural
enhancement models in content delivery systems comprises
the transmission of compact low-resolution/quality content,
often along with the associated model, followed by its subsequent quality enhancement on the receiver side through
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Figure 1: Architecture of content delivery systems.
a enhance-capable model [51]. In this manner, the transfer
load is minimized, drastically reducing the network footprint
and the corresponding bandwidth requirements.
Despite their benefits, integrating state-of-the-art neural
enhancement models into visual content delivery systems introduces significant challenges. First, these models, especially
SR models, have excessive computational demands that are
measured up to the hundreds of TFLOPs per frame in order
to achieve an upscaling of up to 4K/8K. With client platforms
typically comprising devices with strict resource and battery
constraints [2], clients are still struggling to execute neural
enhancement models on-device while meeting the target
quality [29]. This fact is aggravated by the stringent latency
and throughput requirements that are imposed in order to
sustain high QoE. Finally, enabling the deployment of such
systems requires overcoming unique technical challenges
stemming from the diversity of use-cases, spanning from
on-demand video streaming [52] to video-conferencing [17].
This paper provides a timely and up-to-date overview of
the growing area of visual content delivery systems that
employ neural enhancement. In particular, we first describe
the typical architecture and major components of such systems. We then survey the state-of-the-art existing systems
(Table 1) across diverse content delivery applications including on-demand video and image services, visual analytics,
video-conferencing, live streaming and 360° videos. We conclude by discussing future directions for the design of neural
visual content delivery systems that draw from the latest
progress by the computer vision community and describe
how they can be integrated to value-add existing systems.

2

VISUAL CONTENT DELIVERY SYSTEMS

Content delivery systems are a widely studied field in systems research [4, 18, 23, 36, 54]. Such systems aim to deliver
content to the users with minimal latency and high visual
quality while supporting a diverse set of client platforms,
from powerful desktops to mobile devices. Fig. 1 depicts the
typical distributed architecture of a content delivery system.
Focusing on video-on-demand without loss of generality, the
client selects an online video to play and its video player
app sends a request to the server side. The server fetches the
video from its database, breaks it into seconds-long segments
and begins streaming them to the client.

System
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For such systems to meet the performance targets, the
communication channel between client and server has to
sustain high bandwidth throughout the streaming process.
This constitutes a strong assumption that breaks for mobile
clients where the connectivity conditions vary continuously.
Hence, additional techniques, such as adaptive bitrate and
neural enhancement, have been introduced that enable the
dynamic adaptation to the varying quality of the channel.
Adaptive Bitrate. To remedy the dependence of content delivery systems on network conditions, adaptive bitrate (ABR) algorithms have emerged [18, 36, 54]. Under this
scheme, the client device first monitors its instantaneous
bandwidth (Networking Estimator in Fig. 1) to assess the current network state, or the occupancy of its playback buffer.
Next, the ABR Controller tunes accordingly the per-segment
bitrate that it requests from the server and configures the
client’s codec to decode at the selected rate. On the remote
side, the server encodes each video segment with the specified bitrate and streams them to the client. Overall, ABR
techniques function as a way to control the network footprint at run time and thus helps to minimize rebuffering. Although ABR has been significantly improved through deep
learning-based algorithms [36], it often fails in scarce network conditions as it relies solely on network resources.
Neural Enhancement. Neural enhancement aims to restore and recover the quality/resolution of visual input. As
this problem is inherently ill-posed, most works enforce a
strong prior to mitigate its ill-posed nature. To this end, most
state-of-the-art approaches utilize CNNs to learn the prior
as it results in superior visual performance. These methods
train a model to either map a low- to a high-quality image
using exemplar pairs [10, 25, 31] or exploit the internal recurring statistics of the image to enhance/upscale it [40].
The primary paradigm of using neural enhancement models in content delivery systems comprises the transmission
of compact low-resolution/low-quality content followed by
its subsequent enhancement on the receiver side through the
enhance-capable models [51, 52]. In this manner, the transfer load is tunable by means of the upscaling factor (for SR)
and the degree of compression, controlling the system’s network footprint and the associated bandwidth requirements.
Therefore, neural enhancement opens up a new dimension

in the design space by introducing a trade-off between computational and network resources, effectively overcoming
existing systems’ sole reliance on network resources. To this
end, existing systems may choose to independently optimize
the utilization of these neural enhancement models [26, 29]
or integrate them within existing ABR algorithms [8, 52].
Challenges of Neural Enhancement. Despite their advantages, neural enhancement CNNs are extremely expensive in terms of both computational and memory burden;
these models are orders of magnitude larger than image
discriminative models, with efficiency-optimized SR models [11, 28] measured in GFLOPs, whereas their image classification counterparts [15] are measured in MFLOPs [2]. Although the memory footprint is hugely addressed by splitting
the image into patches before processing, the computational
cost is still a big challenge for real-time applications [8, 29].
Furthermore, models trained on standard datasets that
aim to generalize across all videos/images result in outputs
of varying performance upon deployment and often fail catastrophically on unexpected inputs [51]. On the other hand,
tailoring a CNN towards a specific video/image helps to
mitigate this drop in performance at the cost of additional
training per video/image. In this respect, a generalizationspecialization trade-off is exposed which system designers
need to decide how to control based on the target use-case.

3

THE LANDSCAPE OF CNN-DRIVEN
VISUAL CONTENT DELIVERY

Despite their deployment barriers, several recent frameworks
have incorporated neural enhancement methods into their
pipelines and introduced novel techniques for overcoming
their challenges. In this context, we survey the state-of-theart visual content delivery systems that leverage neural enhancement models, taxonomizing them based on the type of
content (video or image), and provide an analysis of how they
counteract a the excessive computational requirements and
b the performance variability across different content.

3.1

On-demand Content Delivery Systems

3.1.1 On-demand Video Streaming. Video-on-demand (VOD)
services allow users to watch content at their suitable time
from any Internet-enabled device. The user selects a video
to watch which is then fetched and streamed by the video
server to the user device. With the majority of VOD services
being interactive, on-demand video streaming systems have
to yield low response time and minimal rebuffering while
not compromising visual quality in order to maximize the
QoE. In achieving these targets, the bottleneck lies in the link
between the video server and the client with the bandwidth
of the connection directly affecting the end performance.

Yeo et al. [51] presented one of the first works that employed neural enhancement to overcome this limitation and
offered a way to utilize the clients’ computational power.
Specifically, the authors first grouped videos into clusters
according to their category (basketball, athletics, etc.) and
then trained a specialized SR model, VDSR [25], for each
cluster, reducing the performance variation (challenge b )
as compared to using a single generic model. They also proposed the use of more compact representations such as their
edges or the luminance channel, on top of tuning the spatial
size of the frames, to further reduce the use of both bandwidth and computational resources. Although these compact
representations were shown not to work well in practice
with the H.264 codec, they were adopted in later works, such
as Dejavu [17], to tackle challenge a in different use-cases.
To handle the excessive computational needs of neural
enhancement models (challenge a ), the authors constrained
their system to work with up to 720p videos and targeted
homogeneous client platforms hosting powerful desktopgrade GPUs. This limitation was subsequently addressed
to accommodate clients with heterogeneous computational
capabilities in their extended proposed framework - NAS [52].
In NAS [52], the authors addressed the problem of heterogeneous clients through the use of early-exit SR models of
varying sizes and computational workload, allowing each
client to select the appropriate model (challenge a ) based
on their resource constraints. To this end, they extended
previous reinforcement-learning-based ABR algorithms [36]
to decide not only the bitrate, but also the fraction of the
SR model to be transmitted for each video segment. Furthermore, the authors deploy a smaller variant of MDSR [31]
quantized at 16-bit half-precision floating-point format and
parallelize its execution across multiple GPUs on the client
side. Finally, instead of categorizing videos into coarse clusters as in [51], NAS tackles challenge b by first pre-training
a generic SR model and then fine-tuning a specialized model
for each video. Overall, as shown in Fig. 2a, the client selects
the bitrate 𝑏 and the fraction 𝑗 of the SR model for the i-th
segment and receives the i-th low-resolution segment 𝑠𝑖𝑣 and
the associated fraction of the specialized model 𝑚 𝑣𝑗 for video
𝑣 that are used locally by the Super-resolution Processor (SRP).
3.1.2 360° Video Streaming. Compared to regular videos,
streaming 360° videos has significantly elevated bandwidth
requirements. To alleviate this, existing systems employ
viewport prediction techniques [13] which estimate which
part of the video the user will look towards and only download this spatial content. However, accurate viewpoint prediction is still difficult to achieve, exacerbating the problem
as missing patches of the current viewpoint are needed to
be fetched at the time of viewing. Although neural enhancement models can be utilized to mitigate these challenges, the
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Figure 2: Overview of on-demand delivery systems: 2a) NAS [52], 2b) PARSEC [8], 2c) MobiSR [29], 2d) Supremo [53].
larger spatial dimensions of 360° content further aggravates
challenge a and calls for dedicated deployment solutions.
In this context, Dasari et al. [8] proposed a 360° video
streaming framework named PARSEC (Fig. 2b). Unlike previous works, the authors extended the ABR algorithm to
decide on the low-resolution (LR) patches to be upscaled
and the bitrate of high-resolution (HR) patches to be downloaded based on 1) the networking conditions and the client’s
computational resources, 2) the viewport prediction (see
Viewport Estimator in Fig. 2b) and 3) the qualities (PSNR)
of both the HR and the upsampled patches. Since the proposed ABR algorithm is designed to maximize QoE and can
thus selectively decide which patches are upscaled or downloaded, challenge b is mitigated. To overcome challenge a ,
PARSEC combines an extreme upscaling factor of ×64 that
allows ultra-LR patches to be transmitted, together with a
manually tuned efficient SR model, similar to that used by
NAS, specialized for each video segment.
3.1.3 On-demand Image Delivery. As chipsets on commodity devices are gradually getting more powerful [2, 20], this
enables many applications to run fully on-device, avoiding
the latency and privacy issues of offloading. In this direction, Lee et al. [29] proposed MobiSR (Fig. 2c), a system that
capitalizes over the heterogeneous compute engines of modern smartphones, e.g. CPU, GPU and NPU, through a model
selection mechanism to deliver rapid image super-resolution.
As a first step, MobiSR derives two model variants by applying a wide range of compression techniques on a reference
model (RCAN [58]) and then assigns the resulting Paretooptimal models to the different available compute engines.
The authors showed that both large and small models perform similarly on hard-to-upscale patches, with difficulty
quantified using the total-variation metric [39]. Leveraging
this insight, they used a hardware-aware scheduler, (Difficulty Evaluation Unit (DEU)), to rapidly process hard-toupscale patches using a more compact model (𝑚 1 ) while
feeding the easier patches to a larger model (𝑚 2 ) to obtain
higher quality. Hence, the image quality is maximized while
meeting the applications’ latency constraints (challenge a ).
With respect to challenge b , MobiSR is optimized to
achieve higher overall performance through a generic model
and does not employ model specialization. Finally, although
MobiSR pushes on-device neural enhancement, its achieved
processing rate is still not suitable for real-time video usecases but is sufficient for reducing the data usage when using
image-centric applications such as Instagram and Reddit.

3.1.4 Cloud-assisted Image Delivery. To accommodate realtime use-cases, Yi et al. [53] proposed Supremo (Fig. 2d), a
framework that enables real-time on-device SR by selectively
offloading computation to the cloud. Following other works
such as LiveNAS [26], Supremo uses a lightweight variant
of a SR model to be run on the resource-rich server, mitigating challenge a , and performs patch selection to only
transmit key patches. Specifically, Supremo’s patch selection mechanism starts by extracting the edges from each
image and sorting them according to edge intensity. Next,
depending on the networking conditions, latency requirements and their ranking, these patches are sent to the cloud
to be upsampled through an SR model. To further reduce the
network footprint required to download the super-resolved
patches, Supremo exploits the sparsity of the difference between the super-resolved patches and bicubic-upsampled
patches. As these differences are often very sparse, encoding them through the Residual Encoder results in a heavily compressed signal, thus minimizing bandwidth. Similar
to MobiSR, Supremo handles challenge b by employing a
generic model that aims to maximize the average upscaling
performance across all processed images.

3.2

Live Content Streaming Systems

3.2.1 Streaming for Video Analytics. Pipelines for video analytics [12, 16, 56] perform real-time intelligent tasks over
user inputs in order to enable the development of novel application such as augmented and virtual reality apps [32].
Such tasks span from scene labeling and object detection
to face recognition. To meet the real-time performance requirements across diverse hardware platforms, such systems
often rely on cloud-centric solutions. In this setup, the client
device transmits the input frames to a powerful server for
analysis and collects back only the result.
Naturally, these video analytic frameworks can benefit
from the transmission of lower-resolution/quality images
under low-bandwidth settings. However, the use of lowresolution/quality images is known to reduce accuracy [5].
Therefore, these frameworks can use additional server-side
computation and deploy neural enhancement models to minimize the accuracy loss of the targeted task. To achieve this
goal, Wang et al. [46] proposed CloudSeg (Fig. 3a) that jointly
trains an SR model (CARN [1]) together with its target analytics task, i.e. semantic segmentation (ICNet [59]). Specifically,
they updated CARN using gradients computed from the content loss between the HR and the super-resolved image and
the accuracy difference between using both images in ICNet.
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Figure 3: Overview of live streaming systems:
3a) CloudSeg [46], 3b) Dejavu [17], 3c) LiveNAS [26].
During inference, the SRP feeds both the LR image and superresolved image to the pyramid segmentation model. Towards
efficiency (challenge a ), CloudSeg employs frame selection
at the client side by deploying a small neural network that
estimates pixel deviation in order to skip redundant stale
frames. Finally, CloudSeg overcomes challenge b by falling
back to streaming in high resolution whenever the analytics
accuracy falls below a threshold.
3.2.2 Video-Conferencing. To sustain the interactive communication between the callers, video-conferencing requires
low response time. In an effort to achieve that, existing services [14] often adopt conservative strategies that relax the
bandwidth requirements, but also compromise visual quality.
In this context, Hu et al. [17] observed that in contrast to
generic live streaming, video-conferencing has the property
of visual similarity between recurring sessions and designed
designed Dejavu (Fig. 3b) to exploit these unique computational and specialization opportunities. The developed system starts with the offline training of image enhancement
models that are specialized per caller (challenge b ). In this
process, the model learns to improve the video quality by
increasing its encoding rate without changing the resolution.
Upon deployment, when a video-conference session is established, the associated caller-specific enhancement model
is transferred from a server to the receiver (and vice versa)
{𝑘,𝑗 }
(𝑚 SR
in Fig. 3b). During the call, the frames from the caller
are re-encoded to lower quality prior to transmission, reducing the bandwidth usage, and the quality is enhanced on the
receiver side through the caller-specific enhancement model.
To address challenge a , Dejavu uses several techniques.
First, a drastically scaled-down variant of the EDSR model [31]
is used for the quality-enhancing CNN. Next, the model is
trained only on the luminance (Y) channel, instead of the
typical RGB input. At the same time, a powerful GPU is assumed to be available on each calling side. Finally, Dejavu
introduces a patch-scoring CNN that predicts the expected
quality gain for each image patch. In this manner, only the
top-𝑘 patches that are expected to yield the highest quality

3.2.3 Live Video Streaming. In contrast to VOD services that
focus on stored content, live streaming targets content produced in real-time. In this case, an additional bottleneck is
introduced on the upstream client-to-server channel, as a
degraded quality from the streaming user would propagate
to the end users that watch the video. This property leads
to additional challenges in sustaining high QoE. Moreover,
while stored content in VOD or the recurrence of videoconferencing allows for offline specialization of the enhancement models, the real-time nature of live streaming requires
online methods to tailor the models to the incoming video.
To tackle this problem, Kim et al. [26] proposed the LiveNAS
system (Fig. 3c) that focuses on optimizing the upstream
transmission from streamer to server. In this system, a pretrained generic SR model resides on the server side. Similarly
to NAS [52], the selected model is a lightweight variant of
MDSR [31]. Upon deployment, the streamer uploads a series
of low-resolution frames which are then enhanced at the
server side by the SR processor (SRP in Fig. 3c).
To counteract the performance variability across diverse
content (challenge b ), LiveNAS introduces an online learning scheme that tailors the model to the particular unseen
video. This scheme consists of selectively picking high-quality
patches using the Training Sampler and transmitting them
from the streamer to the server using the Pacer (Fig. 3c).
Since the patches needed for online training share bandwidth with the video, it is crucial to send only the patches
with the highest expected impact. Hence, the Training Sampler detects patches that are hard to compress with high
quality, by calculating the PSNR between HR patches and
their bilinearly-interpolated LR encoding and selecting the
lowest-PSNR patches. The Pacer, on the other hand, is responsible for allocating the available bandwidth between the lowresolution patches to be upscaled and the high-resolution
training patches by adaptively tuning the respective bitrate
through a quality-optimizing scheduling algorithm (Sched
in Fig. 3c).
On the server side, the transferred high-resolution patches
are used by the Online Trainer to fine-tune the SR model.
The invocation frequency of the Online Trainer is controlled
based on an adaptive mechanism that detects training saturation or scene changes, by tracking the performance gain
of the latest model as well as comparing to the initial model.
Thus, the amount of training for each live stream is adapted
to maximize performance without excessive resource usage.
Finally, to alleviate challenge a , LiveNAS supports scaleout execution by parallelizing the SR computations across
multiple GPUs (e.g. three GPUs for 1080p to 4K real-time
enhancement), if available, on the server.

4

FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this section, we propose various approaches that are
drawn from the latest computer vision research and provide
insights on how neural enhancement can further benefit
content delivery systems.
Visual Quality. One of the main open challenges in neural enhancement algorithms is the design of a metric that
will correspond well with human raters. Distortion-based
metrics, such as PSNR or SSIM [47] have been extensively
shown to improve image fidelity at the cost of perceptual
quality, leading to blurry and unnatural outcomes [27]. On
the other hand, optimizing only for a perceptual-based metric
such as NIQE [37] and LPIPS [57]1 will lead to more natural
looking images at the expense of fidelity and therefore the occasional occurrence of image artefacts. Mathematically, there
is a trade-off between fidelity and perceptual quality [3].
As all the existing neural enhancement frameworks (Section 3) train their models using a distortion-based metric, the
outputs of these models are accurate, but may look unnatural. Although this will benefit video analytics frameworks,
such as CloudSeg, having blurry outputs will undermine the
goal of other content streaming systems such as Dejavu and
LiveNAS. To close this gap, these systems can benefit further
by utilizing recent methods proposed in computer vision to
train and optimize their neural enhancement models. These
works focus on striking an optimal point between image
fidelity and perceptual quality by optimizing either for both
metrics [28, 45], the interpolation between a distortion-based
and perceptual-based output image [9] or model [44, 45], or
introducing additional priors [34, 42] to alleviate undesirable artefacts caused by optimizing for perception-based
metrics. Finally, for video-based solutions, temporal interpolation methods [48, 60] can enable a system to increase
the achieved frame rate, and hence the QoE, by estimating
intermediate frames rather than transferring them.
Efficiency-optimized Models. Most neural enhancement
frameworks generally adopt popular full-blown SR models (Table 1) and revise them in order to speed up training
and inference or fit into the limiting constraints for clientside computation. However, these revisions are usually suboptimal or, in some cases, detrimental. For instance, PARSEC
uses of batch normalization [21] to speed up training, reducing image fidelity [31] and introducing image artefacts [45].
Therefore, instead of naively scaling down and modifying
full-blown SR models, these systems can leverage off-theshelf manually-designed efficient models such as IDN [19]
-already used by Supremo, automatically-designed variants

1 These

metrics are accessible and easily computable using code provided
by the respective authors.

such as ESRN [43] and TPSR [28] or even binarized SR models [35, 50] in order to deliver higher-quality enhancement
at a lower computational cost (challenge a ).
Image Rescaling. One of the key benefits of deploying
an SR model as a neural enhancement unit is its ability to
work without the high-resolution ground-truth. However, in
many content delivery settings, the ground-truth is available.
Hence, many of these works can leverage the downscaling
operation during the upscaling process using neural image
rescaling techniques to counteract performance variability
(challenge b ) and further boost image reconstruction. For
instance, a downscaling CNN can be trained jointly with an
existing SR model as shown in [24] and techniques such as
encoder-decoder frameworks and invertible neural networks
can also be utilized as shown in [30] and [49] respectively.
Despite its benefits, neural-based image rescaling incurs
an additional cost of executing a downscaling neural network as compared to that of interpolation methods, utilizing
additional computational resources for a more robust improvement in visual quality. Therefore, image rescaling techniques may be more suitable for on-demand video systems,
such as NAS and PARSEC, in which the downscaling cost is
an offline one-time cost across videos.
Meta-learning. To mitigate challenges a and b , many
systems pre-train their generic neural enhancement networks offline before fine-tuning, either offline or online, for
each specific image/video. For instance, NAS first trains a
generic model before using its weights to fine-tune a separate
model for each video in order to amortize the one-time offline
training cost. In order to speed up and improve the performance during the fine-tuning process, these works can adopt
a meta-learning approach in order to find a more optimal
set of initialization parameters for fine-tuning. Specifically,
pre-training a neural enhancement model via meta-learning
on an external dataset will then require fewer gradient updates during the fine-tuning stage, therefore requiring less
computational resources and leading to better performance
as compared to naively fine-tuning [38, 41].

5

CONCLUSION

As the demand for content traffic grows over the upcoming years, the use of neural enhancement models will gain
more traction in content delivery system design not only in
existing applications but also emerging technologies such
as augmented reality/virtual reality [22, 33] and telepresence [55]. Concurrently, as our everyday devices get more
powerful, these models will ultimately run fully on-device,
shifting the focus from accommodating stringent computational budgets to maximizing visual quality. By integrating
ideas from both the computer vision and systems communities, we envision to align both ends towards more effective
and deployable neural enhancement.
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